
2019 OSCI Safety Quiz

NAME  ________________________________    DATE ______________________

(All) DATE of Flight Review ______________  Expires ______________

(Tow Pilots) Date of FAA Medical ______________Expires ____________

(CFI’s) Date CFIG Certificate expires _______________

References used in this quiz:
GFH = Glider Flying Handbook
TP = “Turning Performance”, Jan. 2019 Soaring Mag. P38
WAG = “Wild Ass Guess”

1)  Our OSCI Safety Program stands on a pedestal of three Safety Requirements.  
What are they?

2)  Concerning the Safety Flight:

a) When during the soaring season should it be completed?

b) What penalty applies after June 1?

Questions 3) - 17) are all the same scenario:  
Surface winds are varying from 200 to 220 degrees at about 10 kts.  Winds aloft are forecast 
3000/240@15 kts. 6000/270@20kts. We are taking off on glider grass 31 and landing 13.  
Airplanes are mostly using runway 13.  

3) You are a member of OSCI and hold a Private Pilot Certificate with glider rating.  You have a . 
friend with you for a ride.  You would like to put him up front. The L23 has been pushed out and
the preflight done while you chatted with your friend in the tent.  You accept the offer to take 
the first flight.  

a) Who is responsible for determining the L23 is in condition for safe flight?

b) Concerning pilot recent experience, what are the applicable FAR requirements?

c) What are the applicable OSCI flight rule requirements? 

4) When asked, your friend admits to weighing 250 lbs.  

a) What then is your max weight to meet the max weight limitations?
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b) Are the balance limitations met?

c) Considering loading in general:

I. What handling characteristics accompany forward cg location?

II. What handling characteristics accompany aft cg location?

5) When getting ready for takeoff:

a) What items do you include in your briefing?

b) Did you include tow plane wing rock and rudder flutter?

c) Would that be a good idea? 

d) What direction would you like the tow plane to take you?

6) What sequence best describes OSCI aero tow launch procedures? 

a)  Hook up, raise wing, look for traffic, slack out, observe ready signals, begin takeoff
b)  Hook up, slack out, raise wing, observe ready signals, look for traffic, begin takeoff 
c). Hook up, slack out, look for traffic, raise wing, observe ready signals, begin takeoff

7) The launch proceeds normally with the glider in the air but the tow plane still on the ground.

a) Which direction would you anticipate the glider to drift?

b) How would you correct?

c) Is this in compliance with GFH p.7-6 first paragraph?

d) Comments?

8) Approaching release altitude you anticipate the release procedure.  What in your opinion are
the two most important items?  GFH p.7-8 “Aerotow Release.      

9) What would you do if the hook failed to release?  



Anticipation is a good thing but in this scenario the release is completely normal and after a 
short search you are circling at 4500 MSL in usable thermal(s) near Washington.

10) At what altitude would you decide to move toward BTA?  

11) When trying to “Thermal,” knowledge concerning turning flight is a good thing.  Review the 
table below in reference to your thermal experience and practice.

     Degrees of bank “g” load    % increase in Vs      L23 Vs      Speed to thermal
              0       0  0               33                42 (minimum sink)
             30                    1.2              10  37                45 (42+7.5% ref. TP)
             45       1.4              20                        40          50 (42+18.9% ref. TP)

60                            2.0          40                        47                55 (my WAG)

a) How have you been choosing your “Speed to thermal”?

b) How does that compare to the table values?

Now your thermal is dying or has moved on.  Furthermore it is time to return for the next flight.

12) What speed is best to maximize your altitude on the way back to BTA?

a) Minimum sink 
b) Best L/D
c) Best L/D with a wind correction
d) Pure “Speed to Fly”
e) “Speed to Fly” with a wind correction
f) Other – explain

13) Nearing BTA with adequate altitude you decide to land on glider grass 13

a) How will you maneuver to enter the pattern?

b) Where might you expect airplane traffic?

14) Established on downwind with the landing checklist done, what is your target approach 
speed?

15) On base you note the Pawnee and glider in launch position, what options enter your mind? 
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16) Glider ground calls and says the launch is delayed and will hold but can you land short and  
roll into the grass on “glider grass 13 right?  What is your response or action?

You make a good landing not much past the asphalt spot but are uncomfortable attempting the
turn off so let the ship roll to a stop well short of the Pawnee.  The “4-wheeler” comes out and 
tows the ship back and off to the side.  

17)  A man you don’t recognize approaches, shows his credentials and identifies himself as an 
FAA Inspector doing a field inspection.  He asks to see your pilot certificate and the L23 
“paperwork”.  

a) Is this a legitimate request? 

b) Do you have any options?

c) What and where are the documents you show him?

After reviewing those documents he asks to see your pilot logbook and the L23 log.  

d) Is this a legitimate request?

e) Do you have any options?

18) What is the flying pilot’s first responsibility in the event the canopy unlatches?
a) Fly the glider
b) Fly the glider
c) Fly the glider

19) Do you have any final comments?

Thank you             

JPA 1/17/2019 END


